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A local Iimit theorem for large deviations of o(n)‘lz, where IZ is the sample size, 
is developed for multivariate statistics which are more general than standardised 
means, but which depend on n in much the same way. In particular, the cu- 
mulants of the statistic are of the same order in n-1/z as those of a standardised 
mean. The theory is derived under conditions which correspond to those in 
earlier work by Richter on limit theorems for standardised means and by 
Chambers on the validity of Edgeworth expansions for multivariate statistics. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years limit theorems for large deviations have attracted much 
attention on the theory of probability. A most extensive survey of this research 
is contained in Chapters 6-14 and Chapter 20 of Ibragimov and Linnik’s 
excellent treatise [.5]. Virtually all the results available so far seem to have been 
established for standardised sums of independent (and often identically dis- 
tributed) random variables. This is rather unfortunate for research workers in 
mathematical statistics and associated areas such as econometric theory, for a 
major potential application of large deviation limit theory lies in approximating 
the tails of the finite sample distribution of statistics which are more general 
than standardised means, but which depend on the sample size in much the 
same way. In point of fact, this motivation lay behind Daniels’ original work on 
saddlepoint approximations [2,3], which led in turn to the systematic exploitation 
of this method in Richter’s seminal paper [6]. 
Let us suppose that we are interested in the p x 1 random vector Z, whose 
distribution depends on the parameter 71 (the sample size) and whose mathema- 
tical expectation is zero. We require the higher order cumulants of &2Zn to 
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exist and be of O(n) as n -+ GO. Then, in addition to representing a standardised 
mean, 2, can represent for instance a suitable standardised second moment 
matrix from a multivariate distribution. In this respect, the present paper 
generalises Richter’s multidimensional local limit theorem in [7]. 
In [l] Chambers dealt with multivariate statistics such as 2, and developed 
asymptotic expansions of the Edgeworth type to the distributions of 2, . 
Chambers also demonstrated how these expansions can be transferred to derive 
further expansions for the distributions of statistics which are well-behaved 
functions of 2, . In deducing the validity of these expansions Chambers imposed 
a condition on the tails of the characteristic function of 2, . This condition is 
more restrictive than Cramer’s condition (C) (see, for example, [5, p. 981) on 
the characteristic function of the component variables in a standardised mean. 
Nevertheless, it is sufficiently general to include a wide class of distributions 
and, in particular, Chambers applies it to central and noncentral Wishart distri- 
butions. 
The aim of the present paper is to show how a limit theory for large deviations 
can be developed for statistics like 2, under a Chambers-type condition on the 
characteristic function. This theory should then be useful in developing 
approximations to the tail probabilities of such distributions. 
We use the term “large deviation” in this paper to refer specifically to the case 
of a deviation of 0(&a). Thus, our theory is to be distinguished from, on the one 
hand, the theory of large deviations of O(nr/*) (which are referred to as very large 
deviations in [5]) and, on the other hand, the theory of moderate deviations 
which deals with deviations of O((log n)rj2) (see, for instance, [4]). 
2. THEOREM AND CONDITIONS 
We impose the following conditions on the statictic 2,: 
CONDITION 1. The mean vector of 2, is zero and the covariance matrix of 
2, has a positive definite limit as n --f CO. All higher order cumulants of ni/zZ, 
exist and are of O(n) as n -+ co. 
CONDITION 2. There exist positive numbers A, 1,) and L, such that in 
the sphere 11 x I/ < A we have 
where 11 x (1 = (z*z)~/~ in which i* represents the complex conjugate transpose 
of .z and V(c) is the distribution function of n1/2Z, . 
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C‘ONDITI~N 3. The characteristic function 4(e) of Z, satisfies 
s 
/ $(S)l de = O(e9) 
ilBl(>Be= 
for all B > 0 and for some 01 such that 0 < 01 < 4 and for some 4 > 0. 
Under these conditions we have the result: 
THEOREM. Suppose Conditions l-3 are satisfied and let p,(x) denote the density 
of Z, . Then for xj > 1 and xi = xni = o(n1j2) as n --f co (j = I,..., p), we have 
p,(X) = (2+‘,&(H,J)‘i? exp 
‘,(-‘) = (2+‘,&(f&J)V exp 
where H, is the covariance matrix of Z, and Y,(y) is a power series converging 
for all suficiently small values of I/ y 11. 
Remarks. Condition 1 defines the main characteristics of the class of random 
vectors with which we are concerned. Note that cumulants of order r 3 2 of 2, 
are of 0(n-(r.‘2)+1), the same order in l/# as for a standardised mean (when 
the component variables have enough cumulants). 
Condition 2 implies that the characteristic function of nlizZn is analytic in the 
sphere 11 z I/ < A. It is clear that in the case where 2, = (X1 + ..’ + X,J/nl~2 
and the Xj (j = I,..., n) are independently distributed random vectors, Condi- 
tion 2 above is satisfied when (c.f. [5]) there exist positive numbers A, 1, and L 
for which 
l< / Jrn e*‘f dV,([) 1 <L 
-co 
in the sphere )I z 1) < A, where Vi( 5) is the distribution function of Xj . Moreover, 
in this case, 1, = In and L, = Ln. 
Condition 3 is a Chambers-type condition on the tails of the characteristic 
function of Z, . 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Since +(kJ) is absolutely integrable (from Condition 3) the density p,(s) of 
2, exists and is given by the inversion formula 
p,(x) = ( 1/27r)p j” e-ii’e+(e) de, 
RP 
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where R’ denotes p-dimensional Euclidean space. Dividing Rp into the domains 
Q = (e 1 j ej 1 Q E?zl/2, all j) 
and Rs - Q, where E is any positive quantity, we obtain from Condition 3 
. 
p,(x) = (1/2?r)Ps, e-ir’e+(8) de + O(E+‘~), 
since for large enough n 
Let 7 = e/3/2 so that 
p,(x) = (nr/2/2n)” L* e--i~“es’T~(n1/2~) dr + O(eeb@‘), (1) 
where 
We write 
52” = (T j ( 7i 1 < E, allj>. 
$(nW) = M(zW~T) = 1 eiT’C dV(t;) 
R' 
and then the integrand on the right-hand side of (1) has the form 
(2) 
ecn 1'rduM(n1/2u) (3) 
and the paths of integration in the planes of the uj (j = l,..., p) are along the 
imaginary axes over the domain defined by Q*. 
In view of (2) and Condition 2, M(n112u) has an analytic continuation to strips 
in the space of complex u for which 1) Re(u)]] < A. We note that 
1 M(Tz~/~u)~ > 1, 
for all ZJ in such strips and, therefore, for u which lie in 
G = {u 1 j 24, / < A, = A/2p; j = l,...,p). 
(4) 
It follows from (4) that for u E G we can define K(&“u) as that branch of 
log(M(n112u)) for which K(0) = 0. M oreover, for u E G, K(nl/%) is an analytic 
function of u with the Taylor expansion about the origin given by 
K(n%) = 5 (?P/j!)[ul(a/aul) + *.. + u,(a/au,)]j K(0). 
i=2 
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Using the tensor summation convention of a repeated suffix, we write this 
expansion as 
where, for instance 
We also note that 
aI‘qnl44) 
au, = n(k,zuz + (n1’2/2) krzmuz~, + (@5) krzmnuzw,, + -> 
(I = l,.*.,p) 
and these power series converge uniformly for u E G. 
Now we can write (3) as 
exp{--n1/2x’u + K(n1i2u)} = exp{-n[y’u - (l/n) K(nl/Q)]}, 
where y = x/n112. Thus, taking E < A, , we rewrite (1) as 
p,(x) = (n’l”/Zni)” 1” ..* 1”’ exp{-n[y’u - (l/n> K(n1/2u)]> du + O(e-“0”) (6) 
--ia --ir 
and the paths of integration in the planes of the z+ are along the imaginary axis. 
We now deform the paths of integration to become the lines of, steepest descent 
passing through the saddlepoints uIo,..., up0 which satisfy 
We take xi > 1 and see that when Xj = o(n112) forj = l,..., p, we have y = o(1) 
as n -+ co. Thus, for large enough n, y will be small and the power series defined 
in (7) can be inverted to give power series in the Y,. (Y = 1 ,-. ., p) that converge for 
large enough n. This follows from the fact that the matrix H, = [(kij)] is 
positive definite for large n according to Condition 1. Thus, the positions of the 
saddlepoints are given by 
ur O = U,“(Y) = %jYi + %zYiYz + %zmY5YzYm + .” (y = I,..., P), (8) 
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where 
apj = k’j, 
a ,sSz = -k’““[(n’/2/2) k ] k81~k8~z Wl% 
a r,zm = 2k”““[(n’~“/2) k,,,,,J k’l’k*@a[(+/2/2) k,,$ ks4zks~m 
- k780[(n/6) k 808146J kslgk”*zkSsm. 
From (8) the u,” (r = l,...,p) 1 ie on the real axes in the complex planes of 
u1 ,..., u. . 
In the space of each variate u, in the integral (6) we now consider the contour 
L”’ = L(7) + Lb’ + L”’ + L’d 
1 2 3 4 9 
where if u,O > 0 we define 
LF) = (in, -ic), L$’ = (-ic, 24,” - is); 
Lf’ = (24: - ie, u,O + ic), Lt) = (u,O + k, ic); 
and if ur” < 0 we define 
Lf’ = (-ic, ie), Lk’ = (ic, 24: + ic) ; 
Lp = (u 0 + iq u,o - q, 5. Lt’ = (UT0 - ie, -ie). 
We proceed to deform the paths of integration in (6) sequentially starting with 
u, . We assume uDo < 0 and the argument for the case u,O > 0 follows a similar 
line. 
By Cauchy’s theorem we have 
X exp{--n[y’u - (l/n) K(n112u)]> du, .** du, + O(ewb@‘), 
On the horizontal segments of the contour L(p) we obtain, for instance for Lip), 
exp(--n(y’u) + K(n%)} du, *** du, 
where Re(u,) denotes the real part of up . Since u E G for large enough n we can 
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replace K(nl/%) by its Taylor expansion (5). Noting the order of magnitude of 
the cumulants of Z, , we have 
K(n%) = n(+u’H,u + 0(/l 24 II”)). 
We now introduce an orthogonal matrix C, for which 
C,‘H,C, = diag(A, ,..., A,). 
From Condition 1, C, has a nonsingular limit as 71 + 00. We let 
w = Cnfu = Re(w) + i Im(w), 
say, and then for uP on Lp’ we have Re(w) = o(1) as n -+ co since Re(zr,) 
satisfies 
up0 < Re(u,) < 0 
and uDo from (8) has the same order as the elements ofy. Transforming variables 
in the integral on the right side of (9) we get 
Qn”2Cnw) = * (4 il wr2 + WI w ip)) 
and noting that 
ys Re@,) = 41) 
we have 
I exp{--ny, Re(u,) + JW2u>>l 
d ( exp [n (t i WWG2 - WwJ2> + WI w II”) + oU,l)i 
l-1 
< exp 
1 
-(n/4) i 4 Im(wT)2 
r-1 i 
(10) 
for large enough tt and small enough E since Im(w,) = O(E). It now follows 
from (10) that 
= O(n ~/2,-W’> = o(g--bzn) 
as n ---f co, where b, is some positive constant and 0 < b2 < b, . 
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We obtain a similar expression for the integral over the contour I$‘). Thus 
P,(X) = (?z~/~/~w~)P 1” -*. lie /u2+i’ exp{--n[y’u - (l/n) K(n%)]} &, ... du, 
--ir --ir u,O-ie 
+ O(eebsn) 
where b, = min(b, , 62). 
Deforming the path of integration in the planes of uPPI, uBe2 ,..., U, we find 
that in each case the integral over the horizontal segments I$’ and I$’ can be 
neglected, leaving us with 
p,(x) = (n1/2/2n-i)* (r:’ *.- 1::: exp(--n[y’u - (l/n) K(n%)]} du, -.. du, 
B 
+ O(eFbn) (11) 
for some positive constant b. 
Along the paths of integration in (11) we have 
where 
u, = uro + it, , r = l,...,p, (12) 
-6 < t, < c. (13) 
For large enough n, small enough c and u satisfying (12) and (13) we can expand 
(l/n) K(n’~%) - y’u 
in a Taylor series about ua. We have 
(l/n) K(n%) - y’u = (l/n) K(?N%a) - y’u0 
Now 
; K(&2#) - y’s0 = 5 q&q - ; ( =‘“,:‘“u3 )’ uo 
= ; f (Lp) njl2 (ulog + ... + up0 &,’ K(O), (14) 
3=2 . 1 9 
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and from (8) and (14) we obtain after some algebra 
(l/n) K(nWP) - yuo = --gy’H,ly + Yn(y), (1% 
where 
and Pi represents the (i,j)th element of H;l. The coefficients in the powers 
series Y(y) are completely determined by the cumulants of 2, . These coeffi- 
cients are of O(1) as n-+ co and the series converges for sufficiently small y. 
Returning to (11) we now have 
p,(x) = (n1~z/2~)P /:c e.0 J+’ exp{n[( l/n) K(n1/2uo) - y’zP]) 
--E 
x exp n 
i[ 
(l/n) f (l/j!)[itl(a/au,) + ..a + it,(a/&+JJi K(&W) 
j=2 II 
x dt, .*. dt, + O(esbn). (17) 
Moreover 
(I/n) 5 (l/j!)[it@p4,) + *.a + it,(a/au,)]~ K(n’h4”) 
h2 
= -(1/2n)[a2K(n1’“ilo)/au, at&] tat, + o((l t 11”) (18) 
and 
( l/?Z)[~2@Z1/2Uo)/ih, hb] = k,, + O(l), 
so that for large enough rz 
(l/?Z){~~(?Z1~“Uo)/~, A,] tat, > &&,t,t, = &‘H,t. (19) 
Following the line of argument in Ibragimov and Linnik [4, p. 1651 we separate 
the domain of integration in (17) into the two regions: 
and 
0 ,< j t, 1 < n-‘/2(log n)2, r = l,...,p (20) 
n-1/2(10g ?Z)” < ’ t,, i < E, r = l,...,p. (21) 
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For t in the region defined by (21) we see from (18) and (19) that 
Re f (l/j!)[W/%> + 
1 
-0. + it,(i+$,)]j K(r~~/~u~) < -(n/8) t’H,t 
j=2 1 
for large enough 1z and small enough F. Moreover, from the inequality 
t’H,t 2 i&t, 
where 1, represents the smallest eigenvalue of H, , we deduce that if x is the 
limit of A, as n --+ co then, for large enough n, 
t’H,t > (ii - 7) t’t, 
where 7 is a small positive quantity for which 0 < 7 < 1 and we note that 1 
is strictly positive by Condition 1. Contributions to the integral (17) from regions 
for which any argument t, is restricted to (21) can be neglected as of order 
O(~Z’/~ exp(K(n112z40) - ny’~O} exp(--b,(log n)“}) 
for some positive constant b, . To see this we can, for instance, consider the 
region 
r = (t / n-1/2(log n)” < t, < 6; -•E < tj < E, j = 1,“‘) p - l}, 
and then 
so that 
sup (exp( -(n/8) t/H,&)} < exp(-(n/8)(X - 7) in{ t’tl 
%I- 
= expl-Q(X - rl)(log 43, 
s 
exp(-(n/8) t’H,t) dt = O(exp{-&(A - q)(log n)3) 
r 
as n -+ co, since r has volume at most of O(1). 
Thus (17) becomes 
P&> = (g” exp(K(n1&40) - ny’u”} 
n-“*(logn)a x s . . . -n-~‘wogn)2 I 
-“~(10gnP OD 1 
-n-l’qlognp 
exp c 7 1 ( ,4 .I*it1 q a + a*- + it&j 
x K(n112uo) dt, 0.. dt, 
I 
+ O(n”P exp{K(n1/2u0) - ny’u”} exp( --b,(log n)“)) 
+ O(eebn). (22) 
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For t in the region defined by (20) we have for large enough n 
+ i5 au 
' a3K(n1'2*0)' (ita)(itb)(itc) + O(n-l(log ?z)s). 
au au a b G 
Then we get for the integral in (22) 
s n-“WOgnP n-~‘qlognp . . . I I 1 asK(n’W) t t exp - - -1’qlogn)~ -?2-‘%logn~* 2 au, au, a b I -a 
(ita) $ O(?Z-'(log a)')] dt, '*- dt, 
s n-“WOgnP n-‘%ogn)” = . . . s exp - - -n -l$logn)~ -n-l~z(iogn)z I i avqnlw) t t ) 2 au, au, a “i 
x [l + O(n-l(log n)“)] dt, -.. dt, 
= (2~)“/” ldet ( a25Fiy) ) lwl” [ 1 + O(n-l(log n)s)]. 
Now 
det[a2K(ti1i2u0)/(au au’)] = nP(det(H,) + O(uO)), 
so that since the components of u” have the same order as the components of y 
and these are by definition of O(x/nll”), we have 
= n-*~2(det(H,J)-1’“(l + O((( x i[/nll2)) 
= (de;;‘;)‘,2 (l + O(ii ’ 11 n1’2)). 
n 
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It follows that 
P&4 = (2+J,!y&H,))l,2 exPwv’2~0) - duoI 
x [l + O(ll x 11/~1’2)1[1 + O(n-Ylog +)I 
+ O(np12 exp{K(n1/2u0) - nyu”} exp( --b,(log n)“)) 
+ O(embn). (23) 
Taking the second term on the right side of (23) we have 
npi2 exp(--b,(log n)“) = exp{(log n)[(p/2) - b,(log n)“]} = O(K~) (24) 
for any k > 0 as 12 + co. From (15) we also have 
exp{K(n112uo) - zy’u”} = exp(-(n/2) y’H;ly + nYm(y)} = O(exp( -+2/p(n)), 
(25) 
where b, is some positive constant and p(n) -+ co as it --+ 00. And taking the 
third term on the right-hand side of (23) we see that for any k > 0 
e-bn = o(exp{K(n1i2u0) - ny’u”} n-“). (26) 
Using (24), (25), and (26) in (23) we find that 
‘n(X) = (2+‘12(d:t(H,J)‘i2 
exp{ -$x’H;lx + n?PJx/n1J2)} 
x P + O(ll x Il/n1’2)1. 
Replacing x by --x we obtain the corresponding expression for p,(-x). This 
proves the theorem. 
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